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I was and remain a racial/social justice activist, scholar, and teacher, who has 
focused for years on conflict resolution.  Specifically, I focused on how to 
bring together stakeholders from across the political, economic and social 
spectrum who do not agree with each other to talk about and resolve the 
difficult problems that confront us as a society.  My interests in multicultural 
dialogue and the search for and creation of shared values in the context of 
racial and other socially defined power and hierarchy dynamics( form the 
crux of the work that I do. 

The sad and, for those of us who are African American, personally 
painful truth is that the murders of Mr. Floyd and Ms. Taylor in the summer 
of 2020 were not unique in terms of the disproportionate number of unarmed 
Black people who are killed at the hands of the police.)  The deaths of Black 
people at the hands of the police became more obvious two summers ago; 
the deep wounds of loss that the vast majority of Black Americans feel were 
shared, partially, with Americans of all races; the outrage and anger that 
Black Americans feel and repress were shared and expressed by and with a 
broad and multicultural range of people both in the United States and globally 
this past summer.  But the fact of Black people dying at the hands of police 
was not a new phenomenon.* 

Policing in broad terms has long and historically been problematic for 
African American and Latinx communities and for other communities of 
color, especially when they are low income or working class.  Indeed, the 
LACCHR grew out of a committee established by the Los Angeles County 
Board of Supervisors in 1944 in the aftermath of one of the unfortunately too 
numerous problems of policing in Black and Brown communities called the 
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“Zoot Suit Riots.”7   These riots represent the problem of the lack of police 
protection when whites commit private violence against Black and Brown 
people.  The riots lasted several days during which gangs of white 
servicemen, off-
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epistemic sources,!" the LACCHR decided to hold hearings in all five 
supervisorial districts in the County along with a special hearing for 
LGBTQ+ and women of color in order to hear from policed residents 
themselves on how they experienced policing.!(
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§ Requiring the use of independent prosecutors when 
investigating police officers who are involved in the use of 
force and killing of civilians.") 
 

Reforms that have the potential to challenge the current system, such as: 
 

§ 
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Given my work with the LACCHR, this symposium on “widening the 
lens of justice” fits well with the calls for re-defining public safety that have 
been raised here in Los Angeles County and across the country.(! 

Speakers at the symposium, which was hosted on February 5, 2021, 
addressed other issues of criminal justice, including policing reform and 
progressive prosecution.  Two of the articles in this issue take a deeper dive 
into just some of the topics presented at the symposium during a criminal 
justice panel of which I was a part. 

Professor Kenneth Williams’ article Death Penalty and Race and How 
the Ultimate Punishment Highlights the Flaws in our Criminal Justice 
System examines the many reasons that the death penalty is being 
disproportionately applied to African Americans.("  His article documents 
that criminal “justice” trials are anything but just when the defendant is 
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must have leaders in Washington that represent the norms, morals, and will 
of the people.*! 

This brings us to the last article in this issue: Partisan Gerrymandering 
as a Threat to Multiracial Democracy, which addresses the obstacles to one 
of the most fundamental ways in which community members make their will, 
definitions, and values known in a democracy: voting rights.*"  In this article, 
Professor Bertrall Ross addresses how, in deciding that political 
gerrymandering was a non-justiciable question in Rucho v. Common Cause, 
the Supreme Court has effectively allowed Republicans to maintain control 
in many arenas despite the dwindling percentage of overall Republican 
voters.*(  Professor Ross asserts that as the Republican party continues to 
grow increasingly white and increasingly racist, we are likely to see the 
greatest amount of redistricting in favor of Republican politicians.*)  Unless 
we are willing to call it what it is, racial gerrymandering under the veil of 
political parties, then we are likely going to see the greatest threat to  
democracy—in particular to a multiracial democracy that is reflective of all 
the members of the American polity—that has ever been seen in American 
history.** 

The articles in this symposium issue provide sobering facts on “the 
layers of racial and social inequity” and inspiring lessons on some of the work 
that needs to be done to “widen the lens of justice.”  I know that all readers 
will find each one informative.*7  I hope that each reader will be encouraged 
to envision justice and to participate in the creation of justice for everyone in 
our nation and the world. 
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